Today’s students are busier than ever—balancing coursework, full-time employment, and families. With increased service expectations and diverse learning environments, providing the quality academic help students need can be difficult. Online tutoring is a proven solution. With online tutoring services from Smarthinking, students get tutoring help with on-demand, individual instruction and support from expert tutors across a wide variety of subjects—up to 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Maximize your resources
Focus on at-risk students and other initiatives by providing an additional avenue of support for students unable to make it to campus or get face-to-face assistance.

Improve student success
Research shows that online tutoring from Smarthinking positively impacts student success. You’ll see higher grades, improved course completion, and increased student retention. Student reviews for your course will likely reflect their satisfaction.

Did you know?
• Smarthinking has completed over six million online tutoring sessions with students at more than 1,000 institutions since 1999
• Our student satisfaction rating is over 91%
• Institutional research shows students that use Smarthinking are eight times more likely to complete courses
Help in a wide range of subjects

**Business**
Question submission in the areas of Accounting, Economics, and Finance.

**Computers & Technology**
Expert help from IT educators in topics such as Microsoft Windows, Word, Excel, Powerpoint, and Access.

**Science**
Topics range from basic to advanced and include Biology, General Chemistry, Introductory Human Anatomy & Physiology, Organic Chemistry, and Physics.

**Mathematics & Statistics**
Question submission and support in Basic Math, Calculus, and more. Bilingual tutoring in Spanish is also available.

**Spanish**
Personalized feedback for improved writing, and assistance with grammar questions.
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**Writing**
Detailed, personalized critique of any written assignment in any discipline, including cover letter and resume review. Access to ESL specialists available.

View a detailed list of topics and learn more at smarthinking.com.

Every lesson builds character, shapes dreams, guides futures, and strengthens communities. At Pearson, your learning gives us purpose. We are devoted to creating effective, accessible solutions that provide boundless opportunities for learners at every stage of the learning journey.